
Let’s Roll



YOUR SOURCE FOR 
PREMIUM GAMING DICE



About Us

Fanroll started out as Metallic Dice Games, by a 
business school gamer in his dorm room who 
identified an unmet need in the market for 
metal dice.

In 2022, having evolved beyond metal into 
cutting edge innovation in the dice category, 
Metallic Dice Games welcomed toy industry 
veterans to the team and became FanRoll. The 
company operates out of Ft. Wayne Indiana 
and has over 300 offerings.

Original Logo



Our Leadership

Neal Hoffman has worked in the toy and game industry for 20 years. Neal started out 
at Hasbro Toys running GI Joe and Tonka before starting his own toy company.

Neal was featured on Shark Tank 
multiple times for his invention, the 
Mensch on a Bench. The Mensch went on 
to become the most publicized brand to 
ever come out of Shark Tank.

As a gamer, inventor and MBA, Neal 
plans to expand Fanroll from a dice 
company into a company based in 
fandom and passion.



History of Innovation

$1MM Kickstarter Success

Fanroll is known for innovation in the dice category, pushing the envelope on materials, 
form and function. In 2020, the company launched Liquid Core Elixir Dice(™) and 
generated $1.2MM on the platform.

Fanroll currently has a patent pending on the process to put liquid inside of dice.



COMPANY VISION
To create the highest quality gaming products for 

passionate fans to maximize their tabletop experience.





Our Products

Dice Accessories Custom Products



Dice

Dice are the core of our business. We produce a 
wide range of materials, size and functions to 
meet the needs of every gamer. Fanroll is highly 
regarded for its high quality products, 
innovation, and custom offerings.

Gemstone Dice

Metal Dice 

Plastic Dice

Liquid Core Dice

Silicone Dice

Unicorn Dice

Mega Dice

Mini Dice

Glow In The Dark Dice

Sharp Edged Dice



Innovation In Dice

These are just some of 1. 2.
the innovations we are
working on.

1. Liquid Core Elixir 
Dice filled with Glitter

2. Ninja Dice™ made of 
Silicone which are 
silent and bouncy

3. 4.
3. Inclusion Dice with
ducks inside (can 
do anything)

4. Large scale skull 
dice made using 
printing technology



Accessories

The gaming experience occurs across the 
whole tabletop and includes the 
experience of storing, carrying and rolling 
your dice. Fanroll understands that dice 
are just the beginning of the equation.

Trays

Bags

Towers

Unique game Accessories



2023 Category Innovation

Breakthrough innovation in dice and beyond in 2023.

Misfit DiceMetal D20 SpinnerElixir Dice



Custom Made

Fanroll prides itself on its high 

quality custom products and 

projects. From the industry’s 

top podcasters to top gaming 

companies, we can make the 

exact product for your 

customer experience.

We specialize in the following 

custom products:

Dice

Trays

Bags

Towers

Unique Game Accessories



Custom Dice

We offer custom dice, dice 

bags, and dice trays that can 

be outfitted with your logo. We 

can only offer custom work in 

large quantities. Minimum 

order quantities for custom 

work are below:

Custom Dice: Minimum 1,000

Custom Dice Bags: Minimum 500

Custom Dice Trays: Minimum 500

https://metallicdicegames.com/shop/
https://metallicdicegames.com/product-category/accessories/dice-bags/
https://metallicdicegames.com/product-category/accessories/dice-bags/
https://metallicdicegames.com/product-category/accessories/dice-tray/


Product Spotlight

Our handcrafted, sharp edge resin dice are hand 

polished to keep their beautiful sharp edges. These 

dice are infused with beautiful real flowers. Because 

these dice are not tumbled, they are more precise 

than mass produced plastic dice. It’s hard to beat the 

value in our resin dice sets. Beautiful and affordable, 

these are great “Critical Reinforcers” to our metal 

dice. Each 16mm polyhedral set comes with 7 dice 

(d4, d6, d8, d10, d10 (00-90), d12, and d20).

Hand Crafted Sharp Edge 
Dice: Brazilian Golden 
Chrysanthemum

$39.99

Weight: 1 oz. | Dimensions: 4 x 3 x 1 in.

Plastic, Resin, Mixed Colors, Full Set



Thank You!



neal@fanrolldice.com

617-909-6325


